
ONESOURCE Import Management
ONESOURCE Import Management allows companies to manage the entire import process  
from the point of shipment to the final submission of the customs declaration.

The challenge
Given the global nature of businesses and the constant change 
in regulatory requirements, companies need to align their import 
processes to facilitate the flow of information across a global 
supply chain. This includes ensuring that accurate and timely 
trade data is submitted upon export and prior to import to 
facilitate expedited customs clearance and final delivery to your 
facility.

As supply chains grow in volume and complexity, this process 
becomes increasingly difficult to manage, especially when 
executed in a manual fashion.

The solution
ONESOURCE® Import Management replaces the manual and 
time-consuming import process with a robust, on-demand 
solution designed to facilitate the flow of import/export 
information across a global supply chain in real time. 

By utilising ONESOURCE Import Management, companies have 
reliable means for the exchange of trade data required for the 
importation of goods into any country around the world. From 
purchase order to final delivery, our import software presents 
companies with a complete end-to-end visibility tool, including 
the ability to facilitate exports electronically out of one country 
while preparing the import data for importation into another 
country.

The benefits
ONESOURCE Import Management provides a complete, 
automated system for consolidating the necessary information 
for import filing — validating it against regulatory content and 
providing accurate and timely data to all partners within the 
supply chain.
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Feature Activity

Customs clearance Avoid customs clearance delays with validated and compliant import shipment data

Direct filing Seamlessly connect with customs authorities around the world

ERP integration Eliminate duplicate data entry by integrating with your ERP systems

Data quality Reduce the need to re-key commercial information from various sources (invoices, ASN, PO, etc.)

Improved 
communication

Prepare import and export documentation on one platform and share it across the supply chain, while 
also tracking and maintaining broker communication

Global trade content Leverage up-to-date regulatory information from 210+ countries and territories to validate the accuracy 
of all data before submitting the declaration

Recordkeeping Hold all import-related documents in one location to ensure recordkeeping regulations are met

ONESOURCE Entry Verification
With ONESOURCE Entry Verification, you can implement a comprehensive post-entry review process. The software provides importers 
with an integrated platform designed to compare declaration data and identify errors, correct discrepancies, and communicate issues 
to the customs broker if needed. The improved visibility into your declaration data will greatly reduce the need for formal corrections to 
be submitted to customs. 

Thrive globally. Compete confidently with ONESOURCE Global Trade Solutions.

Contact us today:  tax.thomsonreuters.co.uk/onesource/global-trade

http://tax.thomsonreuters.co.uk/onesource/global-trade

